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The principal neurons of the cerebellar nuclei (CN), the sole output of the olivo-cerebellar system, receive a massive inhibitory input from Purkinje cells (PCs) of the cerebellar cortex. Morphological evidence suggests that CN principal cells are also contacted by inhibitory interneurons, but the properties of this connection are unknown. Using transgenic, tracing, and immunohistochemical approaches in mice, we show that CN interneurons form a large heterogeneous population with GABA/glycinergic phenotypes, distinct from GABAergic olivary-projecting neurons. CN interneurons are found to contact principal output neurons, via glycine receptor (GlyR)-enriched synapses, virtually devoid of the main GABA receptor (GABAR) subunits α1 and γ2. Those clusters account for 5% of the total number of inhibitory receptor clusters on principal neurons. Brief optogenetic stimulations of CN interneurons, through selective expression of channelrhodopsin 2 after viral-mediated transfection of the flexed gene in GlyT2-Cre transgenic mice, evoked fast IPSCs in principal cells. GlyR receptor clusters on principal neurons. Brief optogenetic stimulations of CN interneurons, through selective expression of channelrhodopsin 2 after viral-mediated transfection of the flexed gene in GlyT2-Cre transgenic mice, evoked fast IPSCs in principal cells. GlyR receptor clusters on principal neurons. Brief optogenetic stimulations of CN interneurons, through selective expression of channelrhodopsin 2 after viral-mediated transfection of the flexed gene in GlyT2-Cre transgenic mice, evoked fast IPSCs in principal cells. GlyR activation accounted for 15% of interneuron IPSC amplitude, while the remaining current was mediated by activation of GABAR. Surprisingly, small GlyR clusters were also found at PC synapses onto principal CN neurons in addition to α1 and γ2 GABAR subunits. However, GlyR activation was found to account for <3% of the PC inhibitory synaptic currents evoked by electrical stimulation. This work establishes CN glycinergic neurons as a significant source of inhibition to CN principal cells, forming contacts molecularly distinct from, but functionally similar to, Purkinje cell synapses. Their impact on CN output, motor learning, and motor execution deserves further investigation.
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Introduction

The cerebellar nuclei (CN) form the sole output of the cerebellar system integrating direct pathways and indirect pathways via the cerebellar cortex. Important components of cerebellar plasticity (Zheng and Raman, 2010) and sensorimotor learning (Miles and Lisberger, 1981; Medina et al., 2000) are implemented in the CN rather than in the cerebellar cortex, although the latter was more extensively studied. Hence, understanding information processing in the CN, including how local connectivity controls the activity of CN principal cells (Uuisiaari and Knöpfel, 2012) is a central endeavor for cerebellar studies.

The CN contain different types of projection neurons: output neurons such as glutamatergic principal cells projecting to premotor structures or glycine-containing large neurons of the medial nucleus projecting to brainstem nuclei (Wassef et al., 1986; Bagnall et al., 2009), small GABAergic neurons mediating the nucleo-olivary feedback loop (Freedette and Mugnaini, 1991; De Zeeuw et al., 1997), and nucleo-cortical neurons (Houck and Person, 2014). Purkinje cells (PCs) of the cerebellar cortex provide a massive GABAergic projection to all these neuronal types (De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995; Teune et al., 1998; Uuisiaari and Knöpfel, 2008), thereby controlling the output of the CN (Ito et al., 1970; Chen et al., 2010; Hoebeek et al., 2010; Person and Raman, 2012a; Chaumont et al., 2013).

The persistence of GABAergic synapses in the CN of PC-degeneration (PDC) mutant mice (Wassef et al., 1986) provided the first evidence for a source of CN inhibition different from
 PCs. Early morphological studies have identified a population of small CN neurons with local axonal arborization (Matsushita and Iwahori, 1971; McArea et al., 1978). The glycine immunoreactivity of many small somata in the CN (Rampon et al., 1996; Bäule and Grüßer-Cornelis, 1997; Zeilhofer et al., 2005) and the abundance of glycinergic synapses in the CN of wild-type animals (Chen and Hillman, 1993; De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995) and PCD mutants (Bäule and Grüßer-Cornelis, 1997) established the inhibitory nature of these local neurons. These glycinergic interneurons differ from glycine/aspartate projection neurons by size and electrophysiological properties (Bäule and Grüßer-Cornelis, 1997; Uusisaari et al., 2007; Uusisaari and Knöpfel, 2010). Glycinergic interneurons thus constitute a separate neuronal class of the CN, but their functional impact in a structure massively innervated by GABAergic inputs from PCs remains to be clarified.

Glycine receptors (GlyRs) are expressed in the CN (Malosio et al., 1991; Pedraorena and Kamphausen, 2008) and inhibitory chloride currents have been evoked by glycine application in principal cells of young rats (Kawa, 2003; Pedraorena and Kamphausen, 2008). Small isolated striychnine-sensitive synaptic currents have been also evoked in principal cells by pharmacological or ionic manipulations of the CN (Kawa, 2003; Pedraorena and Kamphausen, 2008). However, further evidence for functional glycinergic inhibition provided by CN interneurons is still lacking.

Using immunohistochemical and optogenetic approaches, we show here that interneurons provide a significant inhibitory input to CN principal neurons through mixed GABAergic/glycinergic synapses displaying distinctive molecular components. These data argue for a role of glycinergic interneurons, together with PCs, in controlling the output of the CN.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Adult (3– to 5-month-old) GlyT2-eGFP transgenic mice (Zeilhofer et al., 2005) were used to perform immunostaining. Heterozygous GlyT2-Cre (kind gift from H. U. Zeilhofer, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland) male mice were bred with either homozygous Rosa26-Floxed-mTmG or Rosa26-Floxed-mTmT female mice, and Cre-positive offspring (2–3 months old) were used for immunostaining. GlyT2-Cre transgenic adult mice were also used for stereotaxic injections of adeno-associated viruses (AAVs). For optogenetic experiments, injections were performed at P30 and recordings were performed at P50–P55. For GlyT2 immunostaining, adult GlyT2-Cre mice (10–11 months old) were injected with the virus and processed 1 month later. Adult Thy1-ChR2-YFP mice (15 months old, line 18; Wang et al., 2007) and L7-CHR2-YFP mice (3–4 months old; Chaumont et al., 2013) were used for immunostaining. Heterozygous Thy1-CFP mice (aged P30–P60; Feng et al., 2006) were used to patch principal cells in electrophysiological experiments. Either wild or female mice were used in all experiments. All animal manipulations were made in accordance with guidelines of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.

Stereotaxic injections

GlyT2-Cre mice (1 month old for electrophysiological experiments, 10–11 months old for immunostaining experiments) were deeply anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine (106 mg/kg and 7.5 mg/kg, respectively) and placed in a stereotaxic frame. Two holes were made in the skull above the right and left CN. A pulled quartz capillary (35–40 μm tip diameter) was lowered into the brain at the proper coordinates, and 500 µl of virus constructs AA2V2.1.EF1a.DIO.hChR2(H134R).eYFP (plasmid from K. Deisseroth, Stanford University, Stanford, CA; Kravitz et al., 2010; virus from Laboratoire de Thérapie Génique—UMR 649, Nantes, France) was slowly pressure-injected at each site at the rate of one 30 ns pulse every 5 s, with a pressure of 30 psi (Picospritzer II, General Valve Corporation).

Animals were closely monitored for 3 d until recovery from surgery and then housed for 3–4 weeks. Animals were then killed for acute slice experiments as described below.

Adult GlyT2-eGFP animals (3–5 months old) were injected in the inferior olive, with 10–50 nl of Retrograde Beads (Red RetroBeads, Lumafluor) from a dorsal entry point.

Immunohistochemistry

Tissue fixation, preparation, and labeling for GABA receptor-GlyR immunostaining. Animals were deeply anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg) and perfused through the aorta with an ice-cold solution of 1× PBS (Sigma) followed by 50–75 ml of 4% w/v paraformaldehyde (PFA; VWR International) dissolved in 1× PBS, pH 7.4. The entire brain was then dissected and kept in 4% PAF at 4°C overnight. Samples were then rinsed and embedded in paraffin (Leica). Slices of 7 µm thickness were cut with a microtome, mounted on SuperFrost Ultra Plus slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and treated for antigen retrieval as previously described (Rousseau et al., 2012). For immunohistochemistry, mounted sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with the following primary antibodies: chicken GFP antibody at 1:1000 final dilution (Aves), mouse pan-GlyR (mAB4a) antibody at 1:1000 final dilution (Synaptic Systems), rabbit α1-GlyR (kind gift from Andrea Dumoulin; Machado et al., 2011), rabbit y2-GABAR (GABA receptor) antibody at 1:1500 final dilution (Synaptic Systems), rabbit α1-GABAR antibody at 1:500 final dilution (Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents), guinea pig GlyT2 antibody at 1:1500 final dilution (Millipore), guinea pig VIAAT (vesicular inhibitory amino acid transporter) antibody at 1:1500 final dilution (Synaptic Systems), mouse VGluT2 antibody at 1:1500 final dilution (Millipore). Tissue sections were rinsed with PBS and then incubated with secondary antibodies coupled to 488, 549, or 649 DyLight fluorophores (Jackson ImmunoResearch) or Alexa Fluor 555 IgG (Invitrogen) at room temperature during 2 h at 1:500 final dilution. Slices were mounted in Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent (Sigma).

Tissue fixation and preparation for GABA immunostaining. Animals were deeply anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg). Tracheotomy was performed before opening the rib cage, and assisted-ventilation with medical oxygen was maintained during intra-aortic perfusion with an oxygenated (95% O2–5% CO2) ice-cold solution of 1× PBS followed by 4% PAF dissolved in 1× PBS, pH 7.4. The brain was dissected and kept overnight in 4% PAF solution at 4°C.

Free-floating immunostaining for GABA and GAD65–67 labeling. After perfusions of the animals and postfixations overnight of the brains in 4% PAF dissolved in 1× PBS, pH 7.4, brains were cryoprotected by equilibration in 30% sucrose in v/v-PBS at 4°C and then cut on a cryomicrotome (–20°C, 30–60 µm thickness). Free-floating sections were washed twice for 10 min in PBS and permeabilized for 2 h at room temperature in PBS-0.4% v/v Triton X-100. Nonspecific sites were saturated by incubation in PBS-0.4% v/v Triton X-100–1.5% cold fish skin gelatin at room temperature for 4 h. Primary antibodies were applied overnight at 4°C in a PBS solution containing 0.1% Triton X-100–1.5% fish skin gelatin (mouse GABA antibody mAB 3A12, Swant, final dilution 1:10,000; mouse GAD65–67 antibody mAB 9A6, Enzo Life Sciences, final dilution 1:500). After three washes of 30 min in PBS-0.1% Triton X-100, slices were incubated overnight at 4°C with secondary antibodies diluted in PBS-0.1% Triton X-100–1.5% cold fish skin gelatin. Slices were finally rinsed with PBS 3 times for 30 min each and mounted in either Fluoromount (Sigma) or Mowiol solution (made from powder, Fluka-Sigma).

Imaging acquisition and analysis

Acquisition and deconvolution. Image stacks were acquired using an inverted confocal microscope (Leica SP5) at 60 × 60 × 170 nm voxel size, using a 63× oil-immersion objective. For image deconvolution, point-spread functions (PSFs) were measured for each wavelength on subresolution (175 nm) fluorescent beads (PS-Speck, Invitrogen) embedded in 7.5% w/v porcine gelatin in 1× PBS, and mounted in Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent (Sigma). Bead images were extracted from image stacks using a custom routine in ImageJ (W. S. Rasband, ImageJ, U.S. National Institute of Health).

Cluster detection and quantification. Five to 10 optical slices were sequentially averaged (800–1700 nm Z projection) along the whole stack and clusters of receptors were detected on the resulting pictures as ROIs using a threshold-based method. ROI statistics (number of pixels, mean intensity, and total intensity) were then retrieved for each ROI on individual color channels (GlyR and GABAR). Using GNU R, we computed the fraction of labeling intensity attributable to one of the channels for each ROI.

Colocalization analysis. To assess colocalization between two markers, we designed a custom routine using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) and GNU R (Fig. 1). Mean intensities of marker 1 beneath each ROI detected for marker 2 (as previously described; Fig. 1A) were collected in a randomized marker 1 stack (horizontally and vertically flipped; Fig. 1B, red solid lines). To estimate the noise and nonspecific colocalization, mean intensities of marker 1 were also collected in a randomized marker 1 stack (horizontally and vertically flipped; Fig. 1C, black solid line). In the random distribution, the first bins in the initial peak represent ROI with barely undetectable mean intensities and could be considered as noncolocalized elements, whereas the tail of the distribution is considered to be “by-chance” colocalized ROI. Noncolocalized elements would be found in the first low-intensity bins of the original distribution, but it is impossible to draw a clear line between colocalized elements on a low-intensity view of marker 1 and noncolocalized elements. Our parti-pris was to systematically underestimate colocalization by assuming that noncolocalized elements in the original distribution had the same bimodal distribution as the random distribution. We obtained the underestimated colocalization (Fig. 1E, in orange) by scaling the randomized distribution to the original distribution (Fig. 1D, black dashed lines), using the average amplitude of the first bins (n = 3 in each case) of the histograms and subtracting this scaled random distribution from the original distribution. This custom routine was used to assess rate of colocalization between GlyT2 and GFP markers in different transgenic mice, and between Thy1-YFP and GlyR- and GABAR-enriched clusters. In the case of YFP staining in Thy1-CheR2-YFP mice, YFP intensities of Z-projected sections of the stacks were first scaled according to the slope of the fit to the logarithmic distribution of their pixel intensity. The “subtract background” ImageJ plugin was then applied.

**Figure 1.** Method for colocalization quantification in confocal Z-stacks. A, To quantify the colocalization rate between two markers, for example GlyT2 (red fluorescence signal) over GFP varicosities (green fluorescence signal), GlyT2 + varicosities are detected in stacks and converted as a binary mask. B, This mask is used to retrieve mean GFP intensities below each immunoreactive aggregate in the original GFP stack (random distribution in solid red line) and in a flipped GFP stack (random distribution in black solid line). D, This latter distribution is scaled to the original distribution (black dashed line). E, The difference between the original distribution and the scaled randomized distribution provides an underestimate of true colocalization (orange).

**Apposition analysis.** Apposition analysis was performed in 3D using Imaris 7.2 software (Bitplane). Clusters and varicosities (either VIAAT-positive or GlyT2-positive) were detected, and distances between the cluster centers and the closest varicosity surface were retrieved in original and randomized stacks (one channel horizontally and vertically flipped).

**Electrophysiology.**

**Slice preparation.** Animals were sedated with isoflurane (4% in medical oxygen) and deeply anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine (106 mg/kg, 7.5 mg/kg) before being perfused with two consecutive iced protective, oxygenated (95% O2-5% CO2) solutions [in distilled water; Solution 1 (in mM): 115 NaCl, 26 NaHCO3, 3 KCl, 0.8 CaCl2, 8 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 glucose, 1 lidocaine, 1 ketamine; Solution 2: 230 sucrose, 26 NaHCO3, 3 KCl, 0.8 CaCl2, 8 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 glucose, 1 lidocaine, 1 ketamine; (Isobe and Barbour, 2002). Animals were then decapitated and the cerebellum was rapidly removed from the skull. The cerebellum was glued (Cyanofil) in the slicing chamber on its anterior face and submerged in ice-cold cutting solution [in Volvic Water, containing the following (in mM): 130 K-glucuronate, 14.6 KCl, 2 EGTA, 20 HEPES, 25 glucose, 50 10-3D-APV, 50 10-6 minocycline] during slicing. Slices (290 μm thickness) were cut using a ceramic blade (Z deflection <0.5 μm) with an oscillating blade microtome (Campden Instruments) and kept in warm (33°C) oxygenated recovery solution [in Volvic Water (containing, in mM): 225 t-mannitol, 2.3 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, 25 glucose, 0.51 CaCl2, 7.7 MgCl2, 50 10-3 t-APV, 50 10-6 minocycline] during several minutes before being transferred to a chamber recirculated with warm (33°C) oxygenated BBS solution [in Volvic Water (containing, in mM): 125.7 NaCl, 3.3 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 24.8 NaHCO3, 25 glucose, 1.3 CaCl2, 1.17 MgCl2, 50 10-6 minocycline].

**Electrophysiological recordings.** At least 30 min after being cut, slices were transferred to a recording chamber mounted on an Olympus BX51WI microscope equipped with an epifluorescence illumination pathway and a CoolSnap camera (Roper Scientific, Photometrics). Slices were perfused with warm gassed BBS solution (3.5 ml/min, at 33°C), Borosilicate glass patch electrodes (resistance 3–4.5 MΩ) were filled with a high-Cl− intracellular solution containing the following (in mM): 105 CsCl, 20 TEA-Cl, 10 HEPES, 10 QX314, 10 EGTA, 1 CaCl2, 5 MgCl2, 4 ATP-Na, 0.4 GTP-Na, pH adjusted to 7.4 with CsOH (290–295 mOsm). Recordings were made in the interposed and lateral nuclei to avoid larger glycinergic projection neurons in the medial nucleus (Bagnall et al., 2006). Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed using a HEKA EPC10 amplifier and PatchMaster acquisition software (HEKA).
Cells were held at ~70 mV in the whole-cell configuration and electrophysiological signals were digitized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. A Bessel filter at 5 kHz was used.

**Electrical and optical stimulations.** Electrical stimulations of PC axons were performed a few hundred micrometers from the recorded cell in the white matter surrounding the CN, using a Master-9 stimulator (Isolflex Stimulus Isolation Unit, A.M.P.I.). Using regular patch pipettes (3–5 MΩ), bipolar stimulation intensities in the 20–90 V range (200 μs) were necessary to evoke a stable response in the recorded cells. Optogenetic stimulations of GlyT2-positive CN neurons were achieved with 470 nm LED illumination (Thorlabs) of 1 ms duration with a power density of 0.3–4 mW/mm² (measured under the objective lens). Drugs were bath-applied, and a delay of 5–6 min after addition of the drug was always respected to allow for complete diffusion into the slice.

**Drugs.** All electrophysiological experiments were performed in the presence of 50 μM t-APV (Abcam) and 10 μM NBQX (Abcam) to block NMDA and AMPA receptors. In some experiments, strychnine (Abcam) and SR 95531 (gabazine, Abcam) were added to the bath.

**Data analysis.** Electrophysiological data were analyzed with Igor Pro 6.1 (Wave metrics). Statistical analysis was performed using R GNU. Between 250 and 400 sweeps were averaged for each condition. All data are presented as mean ± SD. For statistical significance, Wilcoxon rank-sum and signed-rank tests were used, as applicable. Analysis of pharmacological data

To estimate the maximum possible contribution of GlyR to the synaptic currents, gabazine and strychnine were considered to exert independent, nonsynaptic, antagonistic effects on GABAR and GlyR. Gabazine fractional block (G) of the GABAR response at a concentration of 300 nM was obtained by applying gabazine in the presence of 1 μM strychnine. In our calculations, strychnine was considered to block 100% of the GlyR current (Jonas et al., 1998). Let us call Y the fraction of the IPSC amplitude mediated by GlyR and U the unspecific fractional block of GABAR by strychnine (corrections can be performed either for 300 nM or 1 μM strychnine). Then the fractional block of the IPSC by strychnine alone is Y + U * (1 − Y) and the fractional block of the control response by strychnine after 300 nM gabazine is [Y + U * G * (1 − Y)]. Solving these two equations yields Y and U.

**Results**

**Identification of glycinergic interneurons in the CN**

We sought to identify the inhibitory interneurons of the CN by their glycinergic phenotype using two transgenic mouse models based on the promoter of the neuronal plasma membrane glycine transporter GlyT2, a specific marker of glycinergic neurons (Zafra et al., 1995). In the first model the eGFP was placed directly under the control of the GlyT2 promoter (GlyT2-eGFP mice, Fig. 2A; Zeilhofer et al., 2005), whereas in the second (GlyT2-Cre mice) the Cre recombinase was placed under the control of the GlyT2 promoter. To reveal Cre expression, GlyT2-Cre mice were bred with R26-lox-mTmG reporter mice in which lox-directed switchable Tomato and GFP are placed under the control of the ubiquitous neuronal promoter Rosa 26 (Muzumdar et al., 2007; Fig. 2B).

A large number of small GFP + neurons, putative interneurons, were seen in all subdivisions of the CN in both models and a few large GFP + projection neurons were seen in the medial nucleus (Fig. 2A, B). In addition to GFP + cell bodies, all the CN were densely populated by GFP + neurites, which in many instances could be traced back to small GFP + cell bodies (Fig. 2C). Immunostaining against VIAAT (VGAT), a ubiquitous marker of inhibitory axonal varicosities, identified the majority of these neurites as axons and confirmed the interneuronal nature of small GlyT2-eGFP-positive cells in the CN (Fig. 2Ca). Axons presented clear VIAAT-immunoreactive varicosities (Fig. 2Cb, solid arrows) separated by thin profiles of uniform diameter. Dendrites may also be thin and contorted, but they present more irregular VIAAT-immunonegative profiles (Fig. 2Cb, dashed arrows).

**Number of glycinergic neurons in the CN**

To estimate the number and density of glycinergic neurons in the CN, fluorescent cell bodies were counted in complete serial sections of GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmT mouse CN (n = 3 animals) and GlyT2-eGFP mice (n = 3 animals). The number of positive neurons was estimated to 2007 ± 367 and 627 ± 37 in the interposed nuclei of the GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmT and GlyT2-eGFP mice, respectively, and to 2132 ± 567 and 643 ± 68 in the lateral nucleus (cells were not counted in the medial nucleus because large projecting glycinergic neurons were also found in this area). In these two nuclei the density of positive neurons was 5560 ± 1708 neurons/mm³ in GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmT mice and 1561 ± 32 neurons/mm³ in GlyT2-eGFP mice. The large difference of neuron count between the two models suggests either that a fraction of glycinergic neurons do not express GFP in the GlyT2-eGFP mouse line or that the expression is not restricted to glycinergic neurons in GlyT2-Cre mice, due to developmental leakage of Cre recombinase expression.

To compare the specificity of our two genetic models, we performed immunostaining against the membrane transporter GlyT2 (Fig. 2D, E). GlyT2 + varicosities and axonal profiles were abundant in all nuclei. GlyT2 + varicosities were detected using a threshold-based method, and the rate of GlyT2-GFP colocalization was assessed using a procedure detailed in Figure 1 (see Materials and Methods), which will be used repeatedly in this article (Fig. 2F, G). In the GlyT2-eGFP mouse, the rate of colocalization of GlyT2 over GFP was only 40% (Fig. 2D, F), confirming the mosaic expression in this transgenic line. In contrast, >89% of the GlyT2 + varicosities displayed GFP staining in GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmG offspring (Fig. 2E, G). Hence, most if not all glycinergic interneurons of the CN express the Cre recombinase at one stage of their development in GlyT2-Cre mice and are stained by GFP in adult GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmG offspring. Applying a correction factor of 2.5 for the mosaic expression in the GlyT2-eGFP models yields an estimate of the total number of glycinergic neurons of 1567 in the interposed nuclei and 1607 in the lateral nuclei, for an estimated density of 3900 neurons/mm³. This was still much lower than in the GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmT mice, suggesting the occurrence of nonspecific expression in this genetic background.

Closer examination of the GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmT mice revealed fluorescence expression in some PCs mainly located in the vermis and projecting to the medial nucleus. Furthermore, expression was found in a large number of small cell bodies located in the ventral part of the CN and resembling the morphology of inhibitory neurons projecting to the inferior olive (nucleo-olivary cells; Fig. 2Ha). A specific expression in nucleo-olivary neurons was further confirmed by the observation of numerous fluorescent axons invading the dorsal olive (Fig. 2Hb). Both small neurons concentrated in the ventral part of the CN (Fig. 2Ba), and axons in the olive (Fig. 2Bb) were absent from the GlyT2-eGFP animals. When Flexed AAVs were injected into the CN of 1-month-old GlyT2-Cre animals, the pattern of expression was similar to the pattern found in GlyT2-GFP mice both for the cell density in the CN (the absence of small cells in the ventral CN) and for the absence of fibers in the olive. We conclude that the nonspecific pattern of expression observed in the GlyT2-Cre × R26-lox-mTmT crossings is due to the temporary developmental expression of the Cre recombinase in all glycinergic CN.
neurons but also in some Purkinje cells and nucleo-olivary neurons. Because of this lack of specificity, the GlyT2-eGFP mouse was exclusively used for further morphological studies, keeping in mind that only ~40% of the glycinergic interneurons are eGFP+ in this genetic background.

Glycinergic neurons in the CN are distinct from nucleo-olivary cells
To confirm that the GFP+ neurons found in the GlyT2-eGFP mice and the small nucleo-olivary neurons constitute separate populations of cells, injections of retrograde fluorescent beads were performed in the inferior olive of GlyT2-eGFP mice (n = 3 animals; Fig. 3A). Retrolated cells found in the CN were never eGFP positive (0 of 488 cells; Fig. 3B). However, closer examination revealed a level of fluorescence of their cell bodies slightly above background, indicative of the fact that GFP may have been expressed at earlier developmental stages. Immunostaining for GABA also differentiated glycinergic interneurons from olivary projecting cells. Retroradavely labeled cells did not stain for GABA at their somata (Fig. 3B), although it is well established that GABA neurotransmission occurs at their terminals in the inferior olive through unusual asynchronous release (Best and Regehr, 2009). In contrast, 38.6 ± 21.5% of the eGFP-positive neurons in the GlyT2-eGFP animals (n = 3 animals, n = 570 eGFP-positive neurons...
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Figure 3. CN interneurons constitute a population distinct from inferior olive-projecting neurons and present mixed GABAergic-glycinergic phenotypes. A, Bright-field image of a coronal slice of the inferior olive in a GlyT2-eGFP mouse injected with red fluorescent retrograde beads. B, In the CN, retrolabeled cells (red; solid arrows) were not GlyT2-eGFP-positive (green) and do not exhibit GABA staining (blue) at their soma (see inset). Z-thickness of projection, 26 μm. C, In the GlyT2-eGFP mouse, some GFP-positive neurons (green) are found costained for GABA (red). D, In a Rosa26-loxed-mTmT × GlyT2-Cre mouse, all neurons stained for GABA (red) at their somata are mTmT-positive (green), whereas some mTmT-positive neurons do not show GABA staining. Ea–Ed, In the GlyT2-eGFP mouse, the mixed GABAergic/glycinergic phenotype of most glycinergic neurons, whether eGFP positive (green) or not, is confirmed by costaining of GlyT2 axonal varicosities (blue) with GAD65–67 (red). Z-thickness, 1.7 μm. IOM, Medial nucleus of inferior olive; IOD, dorsal nucleus of inferior olive; IOPr, principal nucleus of inferior olive. Scale bars: A, 50 μm; B–D, 20 μm; E, 10 μm; Bi inset, 10 μm; E close-ups a–d (right), 2 μm.

neurons) displayed GABA immunostaining (Fig. 3C). Conversely, we found that only 42.5 ± 23.4% of GABA-positive somata were stained for GFP in the GlyT2-eGFP mice (n = 98 GABA-positive neurons; Fig. 3C), in agreement with the fraction of interneurons stained in this model, whereas 89.1 ± 15.1% of GABA-positive somata also stained for mTmT in the Rosa26-loxed-mTmT × GlyT2-Cre offspring (n = 3 animals, n = 105 GABA-positive neurons; Fig. 3D).

As exemplified by the case of the nucleo-olivary cells, somatic staining for GABA is not a reliable marker of the GABAergic phenotype of the transmission at axonal varicosities. To evaluate the extent of GABA and glycine corelease by the CN interneurons, costaining for GlyT2 and GAD65–67 was performed in GlyT2-eGFP animals (Fig. 3E). GFP + axonal varicosities were differentiated from dendrites by their GlyT2 staining, as previously described (Fig. 2D). Those varicosities, as well as GFP-negative GlyT2-positive profiles, were always colabeled for GAD65–67 (Fig. 3E, inset). These data argue for the accumulation and corelease of GABA and glycine at the great majority of interneuron synapses. Thus, inhibitory interneurons of the CN constitute a specific cell type, distinct from the nucleo-olivary cells, and characterized by their mixed glycinergic/GABAergic inhibitory phenotype.

Different types of inhibitory receptor clusters in the CN

To identify the postsynaptic targets of CN mixed inhibitory interneurons and assess the localization and abundance of their synapses relative to the dominant GABAergic innervation coming from PCs, we performed coimmunostaining against glycine receptor subunits (pan-GlyR mAb4a antibody) and the γ2 subunit of GABA_A receptors (GABAR–γ2), which is strongly expressed in the CN (Araki et al., 1992; Fig. 4A). Numerous GABAR-γ2 clusters were found throughout the neuropil and covering the somata and large initial dendrites of presumptive large projection neurons (Fig. 4A). Surprisingly, these clusters appeared colocalized with small glycine receptor clusters. In addition, a population of somewhat larger glycine receptor clusters, which did not appear to costain for GABAR–γ2, was present in the neuropil and on the initial dendrites of principal neurons (Fig. 4A).

To quantify these observations, we first performed threshold-based cluster detection (Fig. 1; see Materials and Methods) on the summed GABAR–γ2 and pan-GlyR signals. Then GlyR and GABAR immunoreactivities were integrated separately under each cluster area, and the ratio GlyR/(GlyR + GABAR–γ2) staining was computed. The distribution of this ratio was bimodal, identifying GlyR-enriched and GABAR-enriched clusters (Fig. 4B). In some cases, low GlyR expression led to the appearance of a probably spurious peak of GABAR-only clusters (1.1 ± 0.7% of all clusters; the number of clusters in each stack varies between 1 and 47 clusters, n = 158 detected clusters, n = 7 stacks, data not shown), which were only slightly more intense than the other GABAR-enriched clusters (137.3 ± 39.80%, Wilcoxon test p = 5.4e−4). We thus considered that GABAR-only clusters represent an extreme form of GABA-enriched clusters but cannot exclude that they constitute a rare synaptic class.

GABAR–γ2 labeling was barely detectable in Gyr-R enriched clusters (6.7 ± 3.5% of the staining of GABAR-enriched clusters, n = 7 stacks, n = 1185 detected clusters; Fig. 4C). Furthermore, glycine receptor staining intensity in GlyR-enriched clusters was 181.3 ± 57.0% of that of GABAR-enriched clusters (minimum, 132%; maximum, 280%; Wilcoxon test, p < 2.2e−16, n = 7 stacks; 2112 ± 547 clusters per stack). Overall, GlyR-enriched clusters represented 8.2 ± 2.5% of the total number of immunoreactive profiles (n = 7 stacks, n = 14,790 detected clusters). Similar results were reproduced with an antibody against the α1 subunit of the GABA receptor (Fig. 4D). In this case, the GlyR-enriched population amounted to 8.7 ± 3.3% of the total number of clusters (n = 10 stacks, n = 23,009 clusters detected; Fig. 3E,F). Finally, immunostaining against the α1 subunit of the...
glycine receptor revealed a very similar size and distribution of glycine receptor clusters, confirming the specificity of pan-GlyR immunostaining (Fig. 4G). These data demonstrate the existence of two types of postsynaptic differentiation in the CN, expressing different ratios of \(\gamma_2/\alpha_1\)-containing GABARs and \(\alpha_1\)-containing glycine receptors, which we shall subsequently call GABAR-enriched and GlyR-enriched clusters.

**GABAR-enriched and GlyR-enriched clusters are in apposition to PC terminals and glycinergic interneurons, respectively**

We investigated the localization of GlyR-enriched and GABAR-enriched postsynaptic clusters relative to the inhibitory presynaptic terminals identified by immunostaining against VIAAT. The vast majority of glycine receptor clusters were found within 1 \(\mu\)m of VIAAT immunostaining (Fig. 4H), whether GlyRs were stained for \(\alpha_1\) (85.0 ± 8.3%, \(n = 8\) stacks, \(n = 2299\) detected clusters) or for pan-GlyR (96.7 ± 0.5%, \(n = 5\) stacks, \(n = 9638\) detected clusters). This was a shorter distance than predicted in the random distribution obtained when flipping VIAAT stacks (\(\alpha_1\)-GlyR: original distribution, 0.7 ± 0.5 \(\mu\)m vs random distribution, 1.3 ± 1.1 \(\mu\)m, Wilcoxon test \(p < 2.2e^{-16}\); pan-GlyR: original distribution, 0.5 ± 0.2 \(\mu\)m vs random distribution, 0.9 ± 0.5 \(\mu\)m, Wilcoxon test \(p < 2.2e^{-16}\)). GABAR-enriched clusters and GlyR-enriched clusters were found at similar distances from VIAAT profiles (Fig. 4G; GlyR-enriched...
clusters, 0.46 ± 0.21 μm; GABAR-enriched clusters, 0.49 ± 0.26 μm), indicating that both types of receptor aggregates are postsynaptic to inhibitory varicosities.

We sought for the identity of presynaptic elements facing the two types of receptor clusters. We used triple staining against pan-GlyR, GABAR-γ2, and GlyT2 (Fig. 5A) to study the spatial relationship between glycinergic terminals from local interneurons and GlyR-enriched clusters. Receptor clusters were detected and GlyT2+ profiles were segmented in 3D (Imaris software; see Materials and Methods). The distance between each cluster center and the closest surface of a GlyT2+ profile was calculated using original and flipped GlyT2 stacks, to control for nonspecific appositions (Fig. 4B,C). The distribution of the distances between GABAR-enriched clusters and GlyT2+ varicosities did not show a peak for small values and was similar to the randomized distribution (Fig. 5B). In contrast, the distance distribution of GlyR-enriched clusters showed a marked peak for short distance, and 59.3 ± 8.5% of GlyR-enriched clusters were found within 0.6 μm of a GlyT2+ varicosity (Fig. 5C), significantly more than expected at random (12.8 ± 4.7%; Wilcoxon test, p < 2.2e-16).

Those appositions were also found in the GlyT2-eGFP mouse (data not shown), but only 27.9 ± 20.9% of GlyR-enriched clusters were found within 0.6 μm of a GlyT2-eGFP+ varicosity, in agreement with the observed mosaic expression in this transgenic line. Hence, the most likely explanation for the presence of a substantial fraction of GlyR-enriched clusters at a distance from GlyT2+ profiles is that some of them may be extrasynaptic or intracellular clusters (Hanus et al., 2004), as suggested by the fact that the staining of GlyR-enriched clusters located at >0.6 μm from a GlyT2+ varicosity was significantly lower than that of apposed clusters (Fig. 4D,E). However, the presence of GlyR-enriched clusters at synapses that do not face glycinergic interneurons cannot be excluded. Overall, these data indicate that GlyR-enriched clusters are preferentially involved in inhibitory transmission at the synapses of CN interneurons, whereas GABAR-enriched clusters are located at PC synapses.

The abundance of GABAR-enriched clusters, particularly on the somata of principal neurons, fits well with the known distribution of PC synapses (De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995). To confirm this hypothesis, we performed pan-GlyR/GABAR-γ2 costaining in L7-ChR2-YFP transgenic mice (Chaumont et al., 2013) in which expression of ChR2 and YFP was under the control of the Purkinje-specific L7 promoter (Fig. 5F). GABAR-enriched clusters faced L7-ChR2-YFP+ terminals on the somata and in the neuropil, but the density of L7-YFP staining prevented proper segmentation of the L7-ChR2-YFP+ terminals and distance quantification. In contrast, GlyR-enriched clusters were generally found between L7-ChR2-YFP+ profiles decorating the somata...
and proximal dendrites, confirming that they are in apposition to another presynaptic element.

GABAR-enriched clusters and the majority of GlyR-enriched clusters are located on the membranes of principal CN neurons

The CN contain three main cell types: principal projection neurons, nucleo-olivary neurons, and inhibitory interneurons. Whereas PCs target all three cell types (De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995; Teune et al., 1998), the targets of local interneurons are not well characterized (Chen and Hillman, 1993; De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995). We thus investigated the postsynaptic localization of GlyR-containing postsynaptic clusters. In line 18 Thy1-ChR2-YFP mice (Wang et al., 2007), YFP is a specific marker of principal cells as opposed to local interneurons or nucleo-olivary neurons. All large CN projection neurons, characterized by their somatic VGlut2 immunoreactivity (data not shown), but none of the small cells, exhibited YFP staining at their plasma membrane. We performed costaining for pan-GlyR and GABAR-γ2 in Thy1-ChR2-YFP mouse (Fig. 5G) and classified all clusters as described previously. The total YFP signal located under each cluster in original and flipped YFP stacks was integrated to evaluate colocalization (Figs. 1, 4H, I; see Materials and Methods). Virtually all GABAR-enriched clusters (at least 88%; Fig. 5H) were found colocalized with YFP, indicating that they are located on principal neurons. A majority of GlyR-enriched clusters (59%) were also colocalized with YFP staining and thus located on principal neurons (Fig. 5I). The remaining 41% of GlyR-enriched clusters may be located on other cell types or intracellularly in principal cells. We conclude that interneuronal synapses onto CN principal cells should differ from PC synapses by the presence of a large glycnergic component.

Evidence for a small glycnergic component at PC–CN neuron synapses

PC IPSCs recorded in CN principal neurons are generally considered to be purely GABAergic (Obata, 1969; Curtis et al., 1970; De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995). We looked for electrophysiological evidence of glycnergic transmission at PC-to-principal CN neuron synapses. CN principal neurons were recorded in whole-cell voltage-clamp configuration in Thy1-CFP mice (aged P30–P60) and axons of PCs were electrically stimulated in the white matter surrounding the CN, which is devoid of interneuron axons. Large synaptic currents were evoked (mean, 1108.4 ± 782.1 pA/15.8 ± 11.2 nS, n = 20 cells) with a fast decay time course (2.7 ± 0.7 ms, n = 16 cells; Telgkamp et al., 2004; Pugh and Raman, 2005; Fig. 6A). Application of strychnine at the selective concentration of 300 nM blocked 12.3 ± 7.8% of the peak current (control, 1347.7 ± 965.5 pA/19.3 ± 13.8 nS; strychnine 300 nM, 1198.7 ± 876.2 pA/17.1 ± 12.5 nS, n = 10 cells). Subsequent application of 1 μM strychnine produced a further block of the peak current, containing a total of 39.1 ± 12.0% (888.9 ± 718.0 pA/12.7 ± 10.3 nS n = 8 cells; Wilcoxon test paired, n = 8 paired, p = 0.0078) of the initial peak value (Fig. 6B). Finally, addition of 300 nM gabazine blocked 84.5 ± 6.5% of the isolated GABAergic component remaining in 1 μM strychnine (n = 7 cells; Fig. 6B). The large additional block by 1 μM strychnine over 300 nM strychnine is most likely due in part to the well known antagonistic effect of strychnine on GABA receptors (Yakushiji et al., 1987; Jonas et al., 1998), casting doubts on the true size of the glycnergic component at PC synapses.

To provide better quantitative evidence, we applied a two-step strategy. We first blocked 81.4 ± 8.6% (control, 869.1 ± 481.6 pA/12.4 ± 6.9 nS; gabazine 300 nM, 151.8 ± 88.5 pA/2.2 ± 1.3 nS, n = 10 cells) of the synaptic current with a selective concentration of gabazine (SR-95531, 300 nM), an antagonist of GABAAR (Haumann et al., 1988; Fig. 6C). We then assessed whether strychnine had an enhanced action on the remaining component of synaptic current, putatively enriched in glycnergic conductance. We found the block of the gabazine-resistant current to be 27.2 ± 11.6% (111.4 ± 73.1 pA/1.6 ± 1.0 nS, n = 6 cells) and 48.4 ± 14.3% (83.4 ± 57.1 pA/1.2 ± 0.8 nS, n = 8 cells) for 300 nM and 1 μM strychnine, respectively (Wilcoxon test, p = 0.019; Fig. 6D,E). This is 14.9% (Wilcoxon test p = 0.02) and 9.3% (Wilcoxon test p = 0.16) more than before gabazine application. The synaptic component blocked by 300 nM strychnine after application of gabazine corresponded to 3.77 ± 1.21% (n = 6 cells) of the total control current. This value could be corrected for nonspecific block of GABA receptors to a high estimate of 2.2%, assuming independence of strychnine and gabazine effects on the GABA receptors (see Materials and Methods).

Figure 6. Isolation of a small glycinergic component at Purkinje cell synapses on principal cells. A, Example of averaged synaptic responses elicited by electrical stimulation of Purkinje cell axons in the white matter surrounding the CN and recorded in CN principal neurons in the presence of blockers of glutamate receptors (50 μM APV and 10 μM NBQX). Strychnine (300 nM, 1 μM) and gabazine (300 nM) were successively applied in the bath, resulting in reduction of the peak amplitude. B, Percentage of block by strychnine 300 nM and 1 μM and by gabazine 300 nM relative to the initial response amplitude (n = 8, 10, and 7 cells, respectively). C, Application of gabazine 300 nM reduced the peak amplitude by 81.4 ± 8.6% (n = 10 cells) and was used to enrich the responses in glycnergic component by increasing the glycnergic fraction in the remaining component. D, E, Block of the remaining current by subsequent application of 300 nM and 1 μM strychnine (n = 6 and 8 cells, respectively).
Optogenetic activation of CN interneurons elicits mixed inhibitory synaptic responses in principal neurons

We then investigated the contribution of glycineric transmission at interneuron-to-principal cell synapses. The properties of this connection are completely unknown because interneurons cannot be excited specifically by extracellular electrodes. We thus used an optogenetic approach. GlyT2-Cre mice (1 month old) were injected into the CN with an adeno-associated virus encoding a flexed channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2) and YFP reporter construct. Three weeks after injection, YFP was expressed specifically in GlyT2-expressing cells of the infected area (Fig. 7A,B). CN principal neurons from the infected area were recorded in the whole-cell voltage-clamp configuration, whereas interneurons were stimulated by 1 ms illumination of the whole field of view with blue light from a LED at 470 nm (intensities between 0.3 and 4 mW/mm²). Optogenetic stimulations elicited synaptic currents in principal neurons (Fig. 7B,C,E) with variable efficacy. Maximal intensity illumination failed to evoke any IPSCs, in 48.3% of the cells recorded (28 of 58). In the remaining cells, the average peak amplitude of the IPSCs varied between 26 and 785 pA (mean, 145.0 ± 152.2 pA/2.1 ± 2.1 nS, n = 43 cells; Fig. 7B). As in the GlyT2-eGFP mouse, only 40% of GlyT2-positive elements at best were colabeled for YFP in the GlyT2-Cre mouse injected with ChR2-YFP viruses at a postnatal stage (data not shown). This partial infection of the glycineergic interneuronal population, as well as variable preservation of connections in the slices, may explain the heterogeneity of the evoked synaptic responses. A paired-pulse ratio (PPR) of 1.00 ± 0.16 (n = 14 cells) was measured for a 100 ms interval between optical stimulations, slightly lower than the PPR at PC synapses (1.09 ± 0.13, n = 14; Wilcoxon test p = 0.021), suggesting similar release probability at the two synapses. The decay times of the synaptic events at these two synapses were not significantly different (Purkinje cell synapse, 2.67 ± 0.66 ms, n = 16 cells; interneuronal synapse, 3.07 ± 0.99 ms, n = 15 cells; Wilcoxon test p = 0.2316).

Strychnine and gabazine were applied to quantify the contribution of glycineric transmission at the interneuron-to-principal cell synapse. Application of 300 nm strychnine blocked 34.7 ± 14.9% of the initial amplitude (control, 154.2 ± 92.3 pA/2.1 ± 0.9 nS, n = 13 cells; Fig. 7C,D), significantly more than at the PC synapse (Wilcoxon test, p = 0.0025). The percentage block by strychnine was highly variable between cells (minimum = 5.8%, maximum = 52.7%). At a concentration of 1 μM, strychnine produced a larger block of 51.1 ± 20.5% (73.8 ± 48.6 pA/1.1 ± 0.7 nS; n = 14 cells; Wilcoxon test paired, n = 10 cells paired, p = 0.0019; Fig. 7C,D), consistent with a nonspecific action on GABARs. Addition of 300 nm gabazine blocked virtually all the remaining current (94.2 ± 4.9% of the remaining value, 4.3 ± 3.6 pA/0.06 ± 0.05 nS, n = 7 cells; Fig. 7C,D). This is significantly different from the block of the isolated GABA component at the Purkinje cell synapses (84.5 ± 6.5%, n = 7 cells; Wilcoxon test, p = 0.0297), consistent with a difference in the molecular identity of GABAR present at the two synapses, as suggested by immunohistochemistry.

We applied the same two-step strategy as previously described at the Purkinje cell-to-principal neuron synapse, to provide a reliable estimate of the glycineric and GABAergic components at the interneuronal synapse. Application of 300 nm gabazine blocked 76.7 ± 10.9% of the initial amplitude (control, 161.6 ± 169.6 pA/2.3 ± 2.4 nS; gabazine 300 nm, 29.6 ± 18.5 pA/0.42 ± 0.27 nS, n = 11 cells; (Fig. 7E,F). Following application of strychnine 300 nm, the gabazine-resistant current was blocked by 56.3 ± 19.9% (14.5 ± 14.5 pA/0.21 ± 0.21 nS, n = 10 cells), significantly more than at the Purkinje cell synapse (Wilcoxon test p = 0.01099, Purkinje cells synapse, 27.2 ± 11.6%, n = 6 cells). This represented a fraction of the original current of 14.7 ± 8.2% (n = 11 cells), significantly higher than that at the Purkinje cell synapse (3.8 ± 1.2%, n = 6 cells, Wilcoxon test p = 0.02731; Fig. 7G). Correction for nonspecific block of the GABA component yielded an estimated glycineric component of 13.6%.

These results provide the first evidence for functional inhibitory neurotransmission at interneuronal synapses onto principal cells of the CN. They establish the presence of a large glycineric component, as a distinctive feature of interneuron IPSCs in principal cells.

Discussion

Inhibitory glycineric neurons in the CN

We examined the function of CN glycineric interneurons using the GlyT2-eGFP and GlyT2-Cre transgenic models. Glycineric CN neurons are specifically stained in adult GlyT2-eGFP animals, where GFP+ neurons form a population distinct from retrogradely labeled nucleo-olivary cells (Fig. 3) and morphologically different from principal cells. Only 40% of the glycineric neurons expressed GFP in adult GlyT2-eGFP mice, as confirmed by the incomplete colocalization with GFP of GlyT2-immunoreactive profiles (Fig. 2) and of GABA-immunoreactive cell bodies (Fig. 3), and by the partial apposition of GFP with GlyR-enriched clusters (Fig. 5). Taking this mosaic expression into account, the total number of glycineric neurons in the interposed and lateral CN can be estimated to 3200 bilaterally, similar to the 4000 neurons positive for GABA and glycine but lower than the 8600 glycinic somata found by Bäuerle and Grüßner-Comenhls (1997). Mild accumulation of glycine in glia through the GlyT1 transporter could explain the numerous glycine-only somata in that study. Finally, interneurons account for approximately half of the 10,000 small neurons found by Heekroth (1994) in the mouse CN, the other half being nucleo-olivary cells.

Although complete staining of the glycineric population can be obtained in a GlyT2-Cre model, when the cre recombinase is allowed to act on reporter constructs during the whole development (Fig. 2), aspecific expression of the marker extends to some vermal Purkinje cells and to a subpopulation of nucleo-olivary cells (Fig. 2). This pattern of expression might also be present in the young GlyT2-eGFP animals (which were generated using the same bacterial artificial chromosome), as indicated by the weak residual GFP staining in some nucleo-olivary cells at 2 months (data not shown). This lack of specificity in young GlyT2-eGFP mice might explain why two types of GFP+ cells were distinguished on electrophysiological criteria at P20–P27 (Uusisaari and Knöpfel, 2010). The first type fires spontaneously and is functionally similar to small GAD67-GFP-positive nucleo-olivary cells (Uusisaari et al., 2007; Uusisaari and Knöpfel, 2008). A second population of larger GFP+ neurons was spontaneously inactive, in agreement with the rare occurrence of spontaneous glycineric events in principal cells (Chen and Hillman, 1993; Pedroarena and Kamphausen, 2008; this study). These neurons displayed a local axonal plexus, as described in this study, and may also project toward the cortex (Uusisaari and Knöpfel, 2010). Finally, these neurons fired at high frequency in response to large current injections (Uusisaari and Knöpfel, 2010), reminiscent of the bursts of high-frequency IPSCs we recorded in principal CN neurons in response to saturating optogenetic stimulations. We conclude that glycineric CN neurons constitute a separate class of medium-sized spontaneously inac-
Figure 7. Mixed inhibition at CN interneuron synapses on principal cells. **Aa**, Coronal slice of cerebellum from a GlyT2-Cre mouse injected bilaterally into the CN with a flexed virus expressing ChR2-YFP. **Ab**, After 3 weeks of infection, GlyT2-expressing neurons exhibit ChR2-YFP staining at their membrane. **B**, Histogram of the peak amplitude of the synaptic currents evoked by 1 ms optogenetic stimulation of the CN glycinergic neurons and recorded in CN principal neurons (n = 43 cells). C, Example of averaged synaptic currents recorded in the presence of blockers of excitation (50 μM APV and 10 μM NBQX) and of their block by successive application of strychnine and gabazine. **D**, Summary of the sensitivity of the synaptic currents to strychnine 300 nM and 1 μM (n = 13 and 14 cells, respectively; Wilcoxon test paired, n = 10 paired cells, p = 0.0019) and gabazine 300 nM (97.0 ± 2.3% block relative to initial response amplitude, n = 7 cells). **E**, Example of average responses (in the presence of 50 μM APV and 10 μM NBQX) when reverse pharmacology was performed. Gabazine 300 nM was applied before 300 nM strychnine and blocked 76.7 ± 10.9% of the control amplitude (n = 11 cells). **F**, Percentage of block by strychnine 300 nM relative to the remaining current after application of 300 nM gabazine (n = 11 cells). **G**, Glycinergic component of the initial response was assessed by the following formula: \[
\frac{\text{Amplitude after 300 nM gabazine} - \text{Amplitude after 300 nM gabazine and 300 nM strychnine}}{\text{Amplitude of the initial response}}\]. This glycinergic component is higher at the interneuronal synapse than at the Purkinje cell synapse (n = 11 and 6 cells, respectively; Wilcoxon test p = 0.02731). Scale bars: **Aa**, 500 μm; **Ab**, 50 μm. Cb Cx, Cerebellar cortex.
tive neurons, which may account for half of the non-principal neurons in the CN.

Some aspects of the microcircuit organization of glycinergic CN neurons appeared as incidental observations in previous studies (Chen and Hillman, 1993; De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995; Pedroarena and Kamphausen, 2008). We show here that glycinergic boutons face GlyR-enriched synapses (Figs. 3, 4) which account for ~4% of the number of inhibitory clusters on principal neurons. The existence of an equivalent population of GlyR-enriched clusters that is located neither on principal cells (Fig. 5) nor on the somata or primary dendrites of GlyT2-GFP interneurons confirms the early observation that glycinergic terminals contact GABA-containing neurons (De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995), most likely nucleo-olivary GABAergic cells.

Mixed GABA-glycine transmission in the CN

Mixed release of GABA and glycine is a common mode of inhibitory transmission in the cerebellar cortex (Dumoulin et al., 2001; Rousseau et al., 2012). In the CN, GlyT2-positive neurons express GAD67 (Tanaka and Ezure, 2004), as do nucleo-olivary cells (Fredette and Mognain, 1991; Tamamaki et al., 2003). Surprisingly, a single functional class of small GFPO-positive neurons and a separate class of GFPO-negative neurons was described in the CN of GAD67-GFP knock-in animals (Uusisaari et al., 2007; Uusisaari and Knöpfel, 2008), suggesting that glycinergic interneurons may not be stained in this transgenic line. We find here that most GlyT2-immunoreactive varicosities are positive for GAD, indicating that glycinergic CN neurons consistently corelease GABA and glycine.

We took advantage of the cell-type specificity of optogenetic stimulations to reveal and characterize the functional synapses between glycinergic interneurons and principal cells in the CN. Light-evoked IPSCs always contained both GABAR-mediated and GlyR-mediated components with an average GlyR contribution of 15% of the amplitude (Fig. 7). This large glycinergic component differentiates interneuron IPSCs from PC IPSCs (Fig. 6), for which <3% of the amplitude is mediated by GlyR, whereas IPSC decay kinetics are similar at both synapses. Paired stimulations gave similar PPRs at interneuronal (Fig. 7) and Purkinje synapses (Telgkamp et al., 2004), but longer stimulation trains should be tested. Spillover between release sites onto multiple receptor clusters (Telgkamp et al., 2004) accounts for sustained high-frequency transmission at large Purkinje cell boutons. The sensitivity of GlyR to glycine spillover and temporal summation (Beato et al., 2007; Balakrishnan et al., 2009) could favor GlyR currents during high-frequency activity at interneuronal synapses.

The presence of small aggregates of GlyR α1 subunits at PC synapses onto principal neurons and of a small glycinergic component of the IPSCs is surprising, as PCs are not known to release glycine (Tanaka and Ezure, 2004). GABA can activate GlyR with low efficacy (De Saint Jan et al., 2001; Legendre, 2001), evoking fast decaying GlyR-IPSCs (Lu et al., 2008) with kinetics similar to those of the PC IPSCs (Fig. 6; Person and Raman, 2012a). The functional role of this small glycinergic component is elusive, and the presence of GlyR at GABAergic synapses may result from structural entrapment during synapse formation (Dumoulin et al., 2000; Muller et al., 2004), as both GABAR (Sassêoe-Pognetto et al., 2000) and GlyR (Meyer et al., 1995) bind to the same postsynaptic scaffolding protein, gephrin.

At interneuronal synapses, GlyR-enriched clusters contain the α1 subunit of the glycine receptor (Fig. 4; Malosio et al., 1991), most likely associated with the β subunit, which is expressed in the CN (Weltzien et al., 2012) and is responsible for the clustering of GlyR at synapses (Kneussel and Betz, 2000). GlyR-enriched clusters are virtually devoid of the α1 and γ2 GABAR subunits, the most abundant subunits in the CN (Persohn et al., 1992; Gambarana et al., 1993), found at PC synapses onto principal cells (Fig. 4). However, pharmacologicaal analysis of the interneuronal IPSCs demonstrates the presence of functional GABAR (Fig. 7). Although α3-GABAR subunits are expressed in the CN, they appear to mediate slow IPSCs at PC synapses onto GABAergic cells (Uusisaari and Knöpfel, 2008), different from the fast optically evoked IPSCs in principal cells. It is thus likely that other GABAR subunits, such as α5 or γ1 (Pirker et al., 2000; Hörttagl et al., 2013), are involved at interneuronal synapses onto principal cells.

Functional impact of interneuronal inhibition in the CN

The average IPSC conductance evoked by optogenetic stimulations (2 nS; Fig. 7) gives the strength of the interneuronal input to principal neurons. Because 40% of interneurons at best express ChR2 upon viral infection in GlyT2-Cre animals, the average interneuronal synaptic conductance should exceed 5 nS. ~4% of the average conductance evoked by maximal electrical stimulation of PC axons in the slice (Person and Raman, 2012a). Our optogenetic stimulations and the electrical stimulations of Person and Raman (2012b) represent a large underestimate of the total inputs, as many synapses will not be recruited due to failed stimulation or disrupted connectivity in slices. However, their ratio is in excellent agreement with previous electron microscopy estimates of glycine-containing synapses in the CN (2% of all contacts; De Zeeuw and Berrebi, 1995) and with our immunohistochemical staining (5% of contacts on principal cells).

Two types of spontaneous IPSCs/IPSPs have been recorded from CN principal neurons in vivo (Bengtsson et al., 2011; Wittet al., 2013): a barrage of low-amplitude and high-frequency synaptic events reflecting the spontaneous firing of presynaptic PCs (Person and Raman, 2012a), and giant low-frequency IPSCs. Giant IPSC/Ps have been proposed to result from the synchronization of PCs by climbing fibers (Bengtsson et al., 2011; Person and Raman, 2012b; Wittet al., 2013). Indeed, large IPSCs are readily evoked during tactile stimulations of the cutaneous climbing fiber receptive field (Bengtsson and Jörntell, 2014) and by electrical stimulations of the inferior olivary (Hoebeek et al., 2010; Bengtsson et al., 2011), driving powerful rebound firing of the CN cells which induces plasticity at CN synapses (Aizenman et al., 1998; Pugh and Raman, 2006). Surprisingly, direct synchronization of PCs by stimulation of the cerebellar cortex did not produce a robust rebound firing of CN cells (Hoebeek et al., 2010; Person and Raman, 2012a). The difference in the effects of olivary and cortical stimulations has been tentatively explained by assuming that inferior olivary activity recruits functionally significant sparse patterns of PCs (Welsh et al., 1995; Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009). Alternatively, one should consider the possibility that giant IPSC/Ps recorded from CN principal cells arise from the synchronous activity of several CN interneurons and not from PC synchronization.
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